An analytical formulation for the seco nd virial coefficie nt is given for a spherically symmetric potential function of a simple form which has been called a realistic pair potential. This potential, given as an inverse relationship with r as a fun ction of U, is capable of being much softer than a LennardJones in the extreme of close approach. Differing forms of the result are given, including an expression by means of the generalized hypergeom etric series. The res ult is also expressed in terms of the second virial coeffi cient for the (12,6) potential.
One of the uses of a pair potential function is for the representation or prediction of the second virial coefficient contribution to the equation of state due to the :;" two molecules having the specified interaction potential energy. Various potential functions have been used with some success, the most notable of which may be the Lennard-Jones (especially the 12, 6), the Morse function, and the exp-6.
I
In spite of the varied nature of the different functions, it is sometimes pointed out that there is so much j similarity in second virial behavior for them that it I is difficult to select one in preference to another on the basis of second virials alone. Even if this be true, there still may be some interest in yet another potential for which the second virial may be formulated explicitly, particularly since this formulation can be made in terms of already tabulated second virial co-• efficients for the (12, 6) function.
A potential function has been introduced earlier 
B=No t" (l-exp (-UlkT). 27rr-dr (3)
if the pair is composed of like molecules. Integration by parts transforms the integral to (4) where the quantity [r3] is a function of U and represents the simple r3 value in the positive energy region but represents the difference of ,a for the repulsion side of the potential valley minus ,-3 for the attractive side if the potential energy is negative. This double-valued character is removed if the variable cp is introduced, since the integral then is
with cp advancing simply from zero to infinity and with r3 having its ordinary algebraic meaning.
If we now introduce the present potential in the f~rm
where a= 3e2 , b = 3el -6e2, and c= 3el -3e2, we have,
Expansion of the exponential involving the first power of 1> using f3 = b + 2/T* and a = a + I/T* gives where T** is an abbreviation for 4a/ f32.
Another formulation can be given by which the summations may be avoided by various relationships according to which the first summation is equal to
-CV2) (T**)5/4[(3/8)B*(T**) +4Bt(T**) +2B2 *(T**)]
and the second is 
which also has a relationship to Bessel functions It would appear plausible that a series involving even powers only would need half as many terms to attain ' I a given quality of approximation as a related one with both odd and even powers. Thus, we would presume that a more rapidly convergent form for the result · should exist and might be looked for. For this purpose we examine the differential equation [2]
for which y= IFI (a; y; x) is known to be a solution. where a = (l +y)/2, according to the notation [3] for the generalized hypergeometric series.
In summary, the final series obtained may be substituted into the earlier expressions with the result that the second virial coefficient may be obtained from 
with Y1( T) obtainable by differentiation accordin g to
Y1(T) =dYO(T)/dT, and with T= (4/T**)1 / 2 •
It may be see n that this particular hypergeometri c fun c tion has a simple rule for differentiation; namely,
Thus a procedure may be fo und to evaluate B/b,n and any of its derivatives which are of interest.
